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Profile
Christopher Blattman is an economist and political scientist working on international

development and policy, as well as a blogger on international economics and politics.

He is the Ramalee E. Pearson Professor of Global Conflict Studies at the University of

Chicago's Harris School of Public Policy Studies and The Pearson Institute for the Study

and Resolution of Global Conflicts. He is also a research associate of the National

Bureau of Economic Research, a non-resident fellow with the Center for Global

Development, and a Board Member and academic lead of the Crime and Violence

Section of the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab.

Blattman has used field experiments to argue that poor and unemployed young people

in low-income countries tend to invest cash in small enterprises and thus raise their

incomes. He advocated for cash transfers to the poor in a 2014 op-ed in The New York

Times as well as a 2014 Foreign Affairs magazine article. This work has also been

covered by National Public Radio, The New York Times, Slate, and the Financial Times.

Together with economist Stefan Dercon, Blattman ran a randomized controlled trial in

Ethiopia that investigated the impact of low-skill industrial jobs. The research was

covered by Our World in Data and the Financial Times.

Blattman grew up in Ontario, Canada, in a family of bank managers. He is married to

Jeannie Annan, with whom he has two children.
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A faculty member in The Pearson Institute for the Study and Resolution of Global

Conflicts, Chris Blattman focuses on why some people and societies are poor, unequal

and violent, and how to tackle these issues.

His book, Why We Fight, was released by Viking Press in April 2022. Most people think

war is easy and peace is hard. Blattman synthesizes decades of social science and

policymakers' practical experiences to argue the opposite: War is hard and finding

peace is easier than you think.

In his day-to-day research, Blattman works with governments and civil society to design

and test approaches to reduce violence and poverty. Some of his ongoing work

investigates:

● How are street gangs and other criminal groups organized in Colombia? Working

with the government and civil society, Blattman tests ways to reduce the power of

gangs to govern and extort civilians.

● What causes street violence and shootings in cities ranging from Chicago to

Monrovia? Can we predict what young men are likely to be violent and help them

avoid this path? Blattman is studying how employment and cognitive behavior

therapy programs can reduce killings.

● Why do hostile groups hold onto false beliefs about one another? From India to

America, what are the psychological drivers of persistent prejudice?
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Most of Blattman's work uses interviews, surveys, natural experiments, lab experiments,

and field experiments to tackle these questions.

Blattman holds affiliations that extend The Pearson Institute’s reach and impact. He

leads the Peace & Recovery program at Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA) and the

Crime and Violence Initiative at MIT’s Poverty Action Lab. He is an affiliate at the

National Bureau for Economic Research, UChicago Urban Labs, the Center for Global

Development, and the International Growth Center. Blattman has acted as a consultant

and adviser to the World Bank, the United Nations, and governments in Uganda,

Liberia, Colombia, and the United States.

Previously, Blattman was a business consultant and an accountant at Deloitte &

Touche. He then served as an assistant professor of political science at Yale University

and most recently as an associate professor at Columbia University’s School of

International and Public Affairs and Department of Political Science. He holds a PhD in

economics from the University of California at Berkeley and a master’s degree in public

administration and international development from Harvard University’s Kennedy School

of Government.

Why We Fight
Despite the Russian invasion of Ukraine or the fear of another American civil war, most

of the time wars don’t happen, and of the millions of hostile rivalries worldwide, only a

fraction erupt into violence. At this moment of crisis in world affairs, this necessary book
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from a seasoned peacebuilder and acclaimed expert in the field lays out the root causes

and remedies for war and explains the reasons why conflict wins over compromise; and

how peacemakers can turn the tides once conflict threatens to or becomes war. Its

message could not be more urgent right now.

Why We Fight draws on decades of economics, political science, psychology, and

real-world interventions to lay out the root causes and remedies for war, showing that

violence is not the norm; that there are only five reasons why conflict wins over

compromise; and how peacemakers turn the tides through tinkering, not transformation.

From warring states to street gangs, ethnic groups and religious sects to political

factions, there are common dynamics to heed and lessons to learn. Along the way,

through Blattman’s time studying Medellín, Chicago, Sudan, England, and more, we

learn from vainglorious monarchs, dictators, mobs, pilots, football hooligans, ancient

peoples, and fanatics.

What of remedies that shift incentives away from violence and get parties back to

dealmaking? Societies are surprisingly good at interrupting and ending violence when

they want to—even gangs do it. Realistic and optimistic, this is a book that lends new

meaning to the adage “Give peace a chance.”
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Blattman On…

…Why We Fight

Source Why We Fight walks through the psychological and strategic forces of war,

especially the ones we tend to overlook. It’s easy to forget that war shouldn’t happen —

and that most of the time it doesn’t. There are millions of hostile rivalries around the

globe and yet only a fraction erupt into violence. That's because war is ruinous.

War is what happens when something keeps rivals from weighing the brutal costs of

fighting. The book looks back at decades of social science and shows that there are

really just 5 ways this happens:

● Unchecked interests. When leaders aren't accountable to their people and ignore

the costs, or seek private gains

● Intangible incentives. When groups value something ideological or intangible that

only war will bring

● Misperceptions. When groups misperceive themselves or their enemy

● Uncertainty. When their opponent's strength and resolve is uncertain

● Commitment problems. When an opponent is expected to grow strong and can't

commit not to use that strength in future

● “The terrible trade-off: Why less violent cities often means more powerful and

organized crime”

…His Call to Action

10 Piecemeal Commandments [featured towards the end of his book]:
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1. Thou Shalt Judge the Easy from the Wicked — Don’t confuse complex problems

with simple ones

2. Thou Shalt Not Worship Grand Plans and Best Practices — Don’t think

off-the-shelf solutions will solve complex problems

3. Thou Shalt Not Forget All Policymaking is Political — Don’t forget you are

shaping political power through your actions

4. Honor Thy Margins — Be a marginalist in all your efforts, even if th margins are

rather large

5. Thou Shalt Find the Path by Exploring Many — tinker and use trial and error

6. Thou Shalt Embrace Failure — Build your organizations to tolerate errors in the

trial and error

7. Thou Shalt Be Patient — recognize how long this takes and plan for it

8. Thou Shalt Set Sensible Goals — Don’t set unrealistic expectations

9. Thou Shalt Be Accountable — recognize that the way to accomplish all of these

things is to make your organization more accountable upwards and downwards

10.Find Your Margin — Find your own best way to contribute through trial and error

and being willing to fail and quit and try again

… “The terrible trade-off: Why less violent cities often means
more powerful and organized crime”

Source The dilemma is simple: any policy that reduces violence risks making organized

criminal groups more influential, in hard-to-observe ways.
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…organized crime is often hierarchical. In Chicago and many American cities you had

supergangs that coordinated loose confederations of street gangs.

If there’s one thing these higher-level criminal structures hate, it’s gang war. No one

sells as many drugs. Soldiers get killed. And governments and police start to come after

the big bosses. Fighting eliminates the invisibility that was their shield.

US cities are fond of focused deterrence strategies. City authorities meet with criminal

leaders and pledge swift, certain, and severe punishments for future homicides.

Violence interrupters also try to mediate between rivals. Usually they leap between

feuding individuals, but some also try to mediate between leaders and arrange pasts.

In Brazil and Colombia, the state inadvertently helps criminals keep the peace by

putting leaders in the same cell blocks. This can help criminal heads strike truces, work

out differences, and even fuse their organizations.

Finally, a few governments directly negotiate pacts and ceasefires. This deal making is

often secret and unpopular.

Why wage an expensive fight when you can compromise and share the spoils?

Democracy makes this difficult, however. It’s too unpopular, and it’s harder to make

deals with rotating politicians. Which might be why elected governments are more likely

to fight forever wars against the cartels.

All this makes a certain sense. In my book Why We Fight, I talk about nations, political

factions, and even gangs wage to fight. It’s ruinous. Better to find a deal that leaves
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everyone with their share of the pie. The trouble is that, when it comes to organized

crime, peace has some drawbacks.

The trouble is that all these strategies create an invisible but terrible trade-off: helping

gangs make peace makes them more profitable and stronger. Especially the criminal

syndicates who provide this valuable service to the smaller gangs and groups.

People don't buy as many drugs or pay extortion in the middle of a gang war. So peace

is an opportunity to extract protection money and gain legitimacy from local people.

Also, the same syndicates that help keep peace can also coordinate to form cartels—in

the economic sense of the term—coordinating everyone to sell at monopolistic prices.

The key problem is that voters and governments are unaware of the terrible trade-off.

Most police and city governments have detailed information on one thing: crime and

homicides. Officials get daily reports, and often have fine-grained data on crimes down

to the level of street corners. Mayors can hold their city staff or the police accountable

for improving these measures every year. If they don’t, newspapers report them every

week, and voters pay attention.

But they have no way of knowing whether criminal groups are growing stronger or

weaker, or more or less extortionate. Nobody collects data on gang strength or drug

profits. No one tracks when gangs provide local security, or ask citizens whether they

find the gangs as legitimate as the state.

Further Readings on this Topic
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…Why war is usually a bad idea and most conflicts are peaceably

resolved

It is kind of amazing how much attention we pay to violence. We want doctors to pay a

lot of attention to sick people, but then we don’t want them to forget that most people

are healthy.

For example, two weeks into Russia’s invasion of the Ukraine, India accidentally lobbed

a cruise missile at Pakistan and nothing came of it, and we shouldn’t be surprised at

that. Likewise, schoolchildren will learn about the US invasion of Afghanistan for

decades, [but] very few kids will be taught about the US invasion of Haiti in 1994, which

ended before it began. Colin Powell went to the coup leader [Raoul Cédras] who ousted

a democratically elected president, showed him a video of US troops loading into planes

and taking off and said, “This isn’t live. This happened two hours ago,” and he sort of

surrendered right there.

All of these things are happening all the time. And they’re happening for a pretty simple

reason. If you’re Pakistan [after India’s missile launch], it’s just going to be ruinous if you

go to war over this, even if you think it might not have been an accident. And this

military leader in Haiti … It wasn’t just that the US was strong and Haiti was weak. That

was part of it, but we know that weak parties can mount insurgencies. I think he just

looked at [the situation] and he said, this isn’t going to be worth it, because I can

basically use whatever bargaining power I have to get some kind of deal. [The US

government wound up giving the coup leader over $1 million to leave.]
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That’s just the normal everyday business of what happens, precisely because war is so

costly. Peace has this gravitational pull, from all the costs of war. So war only happens

because some other force yanked it out of that orbit, which is actually pretty hard to do.
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